
Media Literacy Academy

Evaluating Online 

Information



Think about…

•Why media literacy is important to you 
personally and as a teacher?

•What kinds of experiences 

have you had with student 

users? This Photo by Unknown Author is licensed under CC BY-SA

https://www.bchumanist.ca/secular_home_and_online_school_options_for_bc_parents
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/


Hot Topic…

•The Stanford History Education Group published 
a study of over 7,000 students from middle 
school to college who completed dozens of tasks 
related to judging the credibility of information 
they encounter online.

Stanford Study

https://stacks.stanford.edu/file/druid:fv751yt5934/SHEG%20Evaluating%20Information%20Online.pdf


The results of the study are summarized 
by the authors as, “Overall, young 
people’s ability to reason about the 
information on the internet can be 
summed up in one word: bleak.”



Our “digital natives” may be able to flit
between Facebook and Twitter while
simultaneously uploading a selfie to 
Instagram and texting a friend. But when it 
comes to evaluating information that flows 
through social media channels, they are 
easily duped.



Three Paths…

•Micro Credentialing – all 8 sessions

•1 Graduate Credit

•3 CEU’s

This Photo by Unknown Author is licensed under CC BY-NC

https://acreelman.blogspot.com/2014/12/paths-to-openness.html
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc/3.0/


Media Literacy Session #5

•Understanding  Bias in Big Data & 

Algorithms

•Finding and Evaluating Information

•Analyzing and Evaluating Media for 

the Classroom



Remaining Sessions

Media Literacy Series
•Session 6: Making Media for Classroom Use (Pt. 2)  
March 1,2022
•Session 7: Implementing Media Projects
April 5, 2022
•Session 8:  Assessing Student Media
May 10, 2022  

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1pzvD3772ozTiSdQJFWttAc1RYHj2mxhCfw3ckRUYAqQ/edit


Interacting With Data Online

•Whenever you go online, data is at work 
behind the scenes to determine what shows 
up in your search results and social media 
feeds and thus, the information you’re able 
to gather. 



In addition to traditional data literacy, being 
data literate now includes being able to:
• Recognize how big data affects our lives on and offline…

Big Data = any internet search
Search Engines are data machines

• Understand how companies like Google and Facebook use 
data and algorithms to decide what we see in our online 
media environments

• Use data in an effective and ethical manner



EPIC 2014 •What makes this 
video compelling?

•What makes it 
misleading?

•How might you use 
it with students?

• https://tinyurl.com/epic020122

https://tinyurl.com/epic020122


Preparing Students

We now live in a participatory culture. Yet, how 
many of us truly understand our rights to the 
content we create and share online? Is that 
Instagram post truly yours?

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Participatory_culture


Bias in Data

•We know that all search engine algorithms are 
designed by humans with their own set of 
biases, and data itself isn’t objective. Using big 
data and algorithms to decide what people see 
online is fairly new territory, and we are still just 
beginning to understand the implications of 
using these tools.



Safe Practices 

•Supporting safe media use means learning 
where to find credible information, and what to 
do when students come across content that 
makes them feel uncomfortable, or encounter 
online behavior that is unacceptable or unsafe.



Code of Conduct

•A classroom code of conduct around technology 
and media use is a great place to start. A code of 
conduct makes community expectations explicit 
and helps students practice interacting safely 
and productively in academic digital spaces. 



•Ability to use, as well as instruct 
others to use, online tools to find and 
evaluate credible resources related to 
specific lines of inquiry.



Key Evaluation Artifacts for Micro Credential

•The educator develops a curated list of digital 
media resources related to CONTENT BEING 
TAUGHT with an accompanying instructional 
plan that supports students in developing the 
skills to effectively find and evaluate online 
media for accuracy and quality.



PBS/KQED Educator Certification Checklist

•Educator-created media analysis

• Instructional plan related to students
analyzing media

•2 student work samples



Learning  Expectations

•Educator is aware of the ways federal rules and 
regulations related to student privacy online 
impacts their learning environment. In addition, 
the educator explores the Terms of Service for 
online products used, or under consideration for 
use, in their learning environment.

*Consult local Board of Education policy
*Consult Ohio Technology Standards

https://education.ohio.gov/Topics/Learning-in-Ohio/Technology/Ohios-Learning-Standards-for-Technolog


Google Terms of Service

•Google Policies

•You Tube video explaining their Privacy Policy

https://policies.google.com/terms?hl=en


Guiding Document

•Digital Promise Overview

https://microcredentials.digitalpromise.org/explore?page_size=24&page=1&organization__name=KQED%20%26%20PBS


WHY?

•Common Core Standards…
ELA Standards

The introduction to the English/Language Arts 
section of the Common Core State Standards 
makes it clear that “[t]o be ready for college, 
workforce training, and life in a technological 
society, students need the ability to gather, 
comprehend, evaluate, synthesize, and report on 
information and ideas… 

http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/


ELA / Literacy Standards…

…as well as to conduct original research in 
order to answer questions or solve problems, 
and to analyze and create a high volume and 
extensive range of print and nonprint texts in 
media forms old and new. The need to conduct 
research and to produce and consume media is 
embedded into every aspect of today’s 
curriculum.”



ISTE standards

ISTE includes “Knowledge Constructor” as one 
of its Standards for Students. Students who 
meet this standard “critically curate a variety of 
resources using digital tools to construct 
knowledge, produce creative artifacts and 
make meaningful learning experiences for 
themselves and others.”   ISTE Standards

https://www.iste.org/standards/for-students


Knowledge Constructor

This includes the ability to “evaluate the accuracy, 
perspective, credibility and relevance of 
information, media, data or other resources” as 
well as the ability to “curate information from 
digital resources using a variety of tools and 
methods to create collections of artifacts that 
demonstrate meaningful connections or 
conclusions.”



Deeper Learning Competencies

The Hewlett Foundation Deeper Learning 
Competencies represent the skills and knowledge 
that students must possess to succeed in 21st-
century jobs and civic life. 

https://hewlett.org/wp-content/uploads/2016/08/Deeper%20Learning%20for%20Every%20Student%20EVery%20Day_GETTING%20SMART_1.2014.pdf


Identify, Evaluate, Integrate and Analyze

The competency “Think Critically and Solve 
Complex Problems” includes the benchmarks 
“Students identify data and information needed 
to solve a problem,” and “evaluate, integrate, and 
critically analyze multiple sources of information.”



Aligned KQED and PBS Courses

Bias in Big Data

TED Talk…How search algorithms and big data 
work
Zeynep Tufekci
“We’re building a dystopia just to make people 
click on ads.”

https://teach.kqed.org/course/bias-in-big-data-algorithms


Understanding Bias

Algorithms of Oppression

Safiya Noble

NPR study

Simple Google searches reveal bias



Aligned KQED and PBS Courses

Finding and Evaluating Information

Fact checking strategies (lateral reading)

Tips on creating a classroom resource for 
evaluating information

https://teach.kqed.org/course/finding-evaluating-information


Great Resource…Above the Noise

•KQED /PBS video 
series
•GLAD
•Get past  the 

clickbait
•Look for crazy claims
•Analyze your sources
•Determine outside 

expert experience



Dates and Details
•Office Hours / Work Session      2/08/22 4:00 – 5:30

• Submission of artifacts     2/28/22

•Contact Information
Barbara Israel
Beebsi52@gmail.com
216-952-3159

mailto:Beebsi52@gmail.com

